
for data centre applications

Simple, low cost power monitoring
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Power = Cost + Risk + CO2

Real time rack power monitoring is a critical part of data centre management, but is often omitted from older data centres,
and even when installed at the time of construction, its rarely fully utilised because the system has “decayed” over time or
is too complex for the day to day operators to gain real values from.

But power is what makes a data centre function, literally, and for the data centre operator not to have real time and easy
to interpret power data to hand, can lead to increased costs/reduced profits, increased risk of downtime and excessive
CO2 emissions with the potential of real penalties and issues with corporate responsibility

SIPp key points at a glance

● Energy saving

● Cost saving

● Understanding your usage

Cost

Many data centres, and particularly co-location centres financial models
assume the internal or external customer is using a set power load for
the rack space. However in fact, customers are frequently adding to
and/or upgrading their equipment which invariably increases the power
load.

Without constant monitoring and fast feedback to the customer it is very
easy for the power usage to ramp up. As people add more kit and during
peak processing times, its not uncommon for power usage to be
significantly greater than originally costed for, sometimes by a factor of
four!

Across a whole data centre this lack of understanding the actual power
usage at rack/customer level can significantly reduce the data centres
profitability because of the excessive and un-costed energy use.

Risk

Un monitored excessive power usage is a significant risk to the resilience
and uptime of a data centre.

It is imperative that the data centres running power load never exceeds
that of the emergency generation capacity, so in a complete power outage
the generators can support the infrastructure.

Whilst its possible to measure the incoming loads, as with Part L for
buildings, without sub metering, in this case at rack level, it is not possible
to determine the actions that need to be taken to bring the data centre
back into normal working conditions.

Additionally totalised grouping of all rack usage by the SIPp coupled with
incoming power allows the data centre manager to monitor Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE) in real time, which is essential for managing and
reducing the risk.

CO2

In addition to reducing risk and cost,  given that data centres are large
users of energy and are often owned and operated by corporations that
are very conscious of their market image,  the data centre management
team often need  to be aware of  their corporate responsibility to limit CO2

emissions in line with the governments Carbon Reduction Commitment
(CRC).

Using the SIPp simple power monitoring system enables the management
team, without great cost, to understand and therefore manage their
energy usage and implement schemes that overtime reduce CO2

emissions.

Making power monitoring simple



SIPp Power monitoring, targeting & display

SIPp has been designed for the data centre environment, in which Synapsys brings
a long established range of SIP devices and works by delivering an effective solution
to meet the clients requirements.

The energy and building controls industries have evolved and grown significantly in recent years and the skills sets have
not kept pace. The SIPp offers an efficient but cost effective power monitoring solution for all data centre and facilities
managers, which allows them to monitor the complete data centre down to the rack level.

SIPp provides you with the data to be able to:

■ Maximize your uptime

■ Billing accuracy

■ Monitor performance and identify potential issues

■ Identify areas for energy saving and CO² reduction

■ Improve data centre efficiency

The SIPp panel has a small footprint…

At a glance the SIPp provides

■ Cost effective onsite data centre power monitoring & targeting solution

■ Retro fit solution, no downtime needed

■ No specialist engineering required

■ Small footprint (400mm x 600mm x 120mm HxWxD)
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SIPp branch power monitoring system for monitoring of AC power distribution units.

The SIPp branch power monitoring system for AC power distribution units enables you to monitor, collate and display
the performance for your data centre.

The SIPp system monitors the power usage through the fitting of micro CT’s into the power network via the SIPp.

The SIPp branch power monitoring system includes:

1 x SIPp,1 x power supply, 1 x enclosure, 1 x BCMS including micro CT’s (from 24 to 72 CT’s)

Enterprise /
Application centre

Up to 72 CT’s per SIPp

L 1

L 2
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Trend / BACnet BMS

AC Branch power monitoring architecturep



SIPp DC power monitoring system for telecoms

The SIPp DC power monitoring system is designed for the telecoms market which allows you to monitor your DC power
enabling you to define, collate and display your data.

The SIPp system monitors the power usage with the fitting of up to 64* CT’s per SIPp device.

A standard system would include:

1 x SIPp device, 1 x power supply, 1 x enclosure(400mm x 300mm x 120mm HxWxD), DC CT’s (min 1 to max 64),

*using more than 32 CT’s requires an RS 485 extender which is available to order as required.

Enterprise /
Application centre
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Trend / BACnet BMS

Up to 64 CT’s per SIPp

DC Power monitoring architecture (Telecoms)p



SIPp power monitoring system for monitoring local rack ModBus meters.

The SIPp AC monitoring solution allows you to monitor the power from a single network of ModBus meters from your
local server racks. This solution can be used as a stand alone solution or networked with other SIPp products to provide
a cost effective, power monitoring solution.

This solution includes 1 x SIPp device.

Note: Meters are an optional extra

RS 485 ModBus

Enterprise /
Application centre

p Trend / BACnet BMS

AC Power monitoring architecturep



SIPp vision provides the portal through which different SIPp devices can be connected
and networked to provide a fully featured power monitoring system.

The SIPp Vision includes a configurable public display option that include power graphs, performance, CO², kWh and
news feeds.

Enterprise /
Application centre
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Trend / BACnet BMS

SIPp AC branch power
monitoring system

SIPp DC power
monitoring system

SIPp local rack AC power
monitoring system

Visionp



Today’s built environment serves a diverse range of users and purposes,
whether it is maintaining constant conditions in a data centre hall or comfort
conditions in a school room, for a building to perform properly the building
technologies within need to work together.

Now that almost all building technologies come with controls fitted, the
challenge is to enable these to communicate together effectively and to
present key information to a broad range of building users, utilising the many
smart display technologies, as well as transferring primary data to enterprise
applications for analysis and billing

Synapsys Solutions develop products for the connectivity, monitoring, and
control of the diverse range of technologies within intelligent buildings.

Our sister company Open Technology designs, manufactures, installs and maintains intelligent lighting control systems,
that are tailored for a buildings exact needs to deliver excellent energy savings, energy efficiency and functionality. For
information about our LiGO control system please visit: www.opentechnologyuk.com

Synapsys Solutions are Trend’s UK OEM agents with many years history and experience of supplying and developing OEM
controls for manufacturers and distributors of HVAC and other building plant and equipment to integrate with Trend BMS.
In addition to supplying standard Trend OEM Controls applications we have extensive experience of developing bespoke
controls solutions for manufacturers and we offer full technical and engineering support and resource.

OEM Controls

In addition to the range of SIPe energy products we supply a comprehensive range of Trend interface products on the SIP
platform together with IQ3XNC and SXNC interfaces for a wide range of 3rd party devices. Working in partnership with the
UK’s leading Systems Integrators and Controls Houses our interfaces have been used in projects throughout the UK and
Europe. Our BMS interface range now includes ModBus/M-Bus to BACnet BMS.

& BMS interfaces

Our comprehensive SIP product range is cost effective, and simple to use, enabling you to quickly visualise and optimise
your buildings performance.

T: 0845 680 0303
E: sales@synapsys-solutions.com
W. www.synapsys-solutions.com

Synapsys Solutions Ltd
No. 1 Woodlands Court, Albert Drive,
Burgess Hill, West Sussex, RH15 9TN

© 2013,Synapsys Solutions Ltd,, All rights reserved.

Simply targeting your energy

SIPe is the energy variant of our successful and established range of SIP interface devices and works on the same principals,
delivering a simple but effective solution to meet your exact requirements.
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